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 Numerous

justifications for providing local
economic development incentives
(efficiency and equity arguments)
• Address market failures
 Labor immobility, wage rigidity, imperfect information,
negative externalities
• Address social goals
 Increased concentration of poverty, revitalize communities
• Respond to changing economic conditions
 Deindustrialization, trade
• Respond to incentive competition from other

jurisdictions
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 The

good news

• Elasticities of economic activity with respect to

business taxes is around -0.2 to -0.3
 The

bad news

• Incentives work best where they are the least

useful – locally
• Benefits are often smaller than touted
• Jobs created may not be high paying
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Unlikely for any single state to unilaterally
eliminate business tax incentives. Tax
competition seems to be increasing among
state and local governments

 Given that, how should a state best implement

its incentive policies ?

 Theory argues that, even if incentives are zerosum in terms of job creation, there can be
efficiency gains if job growth is shifted from
lower to higher unemployment areas and/or
market failures are addressed
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 Even

if initially well-targeted, can lose
focus over time

• Political spread to economically-unjustified places
 Allure of “justified” places reduced
• Even if limited to “economically-justified” places,

resources become too thinned out

 May be worse than zero-sum if
• The incentivized new jobs would have occurred

anyway

• Most of the new jobs go to in-migrants
• Front-loaded incentives go to firms that don’t stick

around once the abatements phase out

• The opportunity cost is ignored
 Increased taxes on others
 Reduced expenditures on useful services
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 Myriad

of economic development programs

• 13 separate business tax incentive programs
• Many other programs to spur business innovation

and commercialization, clean up brownfields, and
train workers
 New

efforts to focus policy
 Tax Reform
• Phasing out tangible personal property tax &

corporate franchise tax, reducing individual
income tax, phasing in commercial activities tax
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 Enterprise

zones (EZ)

• Local community exemptions on real and

personal property taxes for substantial
investments
• Up to 75%/10 years in municipalities
• Up to 60%/10 year in unincorporated areas


Community Reinvestment Areas (CRA)
• Municipalities can designate areas lagging in

property investment to receive property tax
exemptions
 Up to 100%/12 years for remodeling
 Up to 100%/15 years for new construction

 Job
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Creation Tax Credits (JCTC)

• Refundable tax credit against the Corporate

Franchise Tax (formerly)/Commercial Activity
Tax (currently) for businesses that make capital
and labor investments in the state
• More generous for more jobs/higher
wages/more fixed-asset investments
• Credits based on a percentage of state income
tax withholdings for all new employees
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 We

seek to examine how Ohio has been
targeting its incentives by looking at EZs,
CRAs, and JCTCs
 Regress incentives on
Pop Density, Unemployment, Poverty Rate, %

Minority, HS Graduates, Housing Values,
Establishment Growth Rates, Presence of a
major highway
 Measure incentives based
Number, Value, and per-

on

employee/establishment
 Examine

industry targeting
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 1990 and 2000 Decennial Census
• Information on characteristics of the population
 Ohio’s ES202 database (2000 & 2007)

• Information on the number of business

establishments, size class, employment, wages,
and industry

 Ohio

Department of Development

• Information on programs (1996-2004): EZ, CRA,

JCTC

 County

subdivision is the unit of analysis
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 EZs

& CRAs

• Multiply investment by exemption rate and the

property tax rate for the year
 JCTC

• Based on income tax withholdings for new

employees
 Agreements specify number of new employees, % of
withholdings eligible for the credit, and length of
agreement
 All

incentives converted to 2008 dollars
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Table 1. Variable Means – County Subdivisions

Big 8: Columbus, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo, Akron, Dayton, Youngstown, & Canton
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 Number

of incentives

• Urban places more likely to get more incentives

(pop density and highway indicator)
• Some evidence of targeting distress
% minority, lower housing values, poverty rate
• Some evidence of not targeting distress
 Lower unemployment rates, lower % of population
without HS diploma
 Incentives

per thousand employees

• Only housing values significant
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 Value

of Incentives

• Pop density and highways again significant
• Poverty rate and % minority also significant
 Value

of Incentives per employee

• Regression fails the F-test
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Ag, Forestery, Fisheries
Construction

Mining
Manufacturing

Transp, Comm, Util & Info
Retail Trade
Public Admin

Wholesale Trade
FIRE
Services
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Industry

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000

Manufacturing represents 7% of establishments, 19% of
employment, and 26% of wages

Manufacturing
represents 58% of the
number of incentives, but
a much smaller fraction
of incentives per
employee
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 While

there is some evidence tax
incentives are targeted at distressed
areas, once the intensity of the
incentives per size of the place is
controlled for, no targeting is evident
 While manufacturing receives the most
incentives in terms of numbers and
dollars, the incentives per employee is
less pronounced
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 If

the goal is to redistribute economic
activity to meet equity and efficiency
goals, any incentives offered should be
more targeted towards distressed areas
 If the goal is to be effective as possible
at growing firms, it is unclear how
incentives should be targeted
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